Smooth in the rough
and sleek on the water,
Northbank 500C is as
easy to take as one of
South Australia’s finest
drop of red. Test report
by JAMES HILL.

Northbank 500C
J

ust how do you describe a cuddy
deck boat? It’s a good question
to pose as the variety of cuddy
designs becomes remarkably varied.
Certainly, one cuddy you will like the
style of is the Adelaide-built Northbank
500C. This fibreglass craft looks like
a sporty runabout at first glance but
incorporates a small cuddy below the
curved, sporty deck.
Because of the relatively low centre
of gravity created by the low deck-line,
the craft’s handling is very good, and
when combined with a genuine deep
Vee, makes the Northbank quite a
smooth performer in rough water.
Built by Northbank Fibreglass Boats,
this craft provides a great choice for
anyone wanting to fish coastal as well
as estuary and bay waters.
In many ways, the Northbank 500C
is the ideal boat for the empty-nester
because it’s comfortable for two people
yet also provides quarter seats for
guests who may come along. And I’m
thinking here of the grandkids that may
need babysitting!
Northbank has been on my radar
for some time since I first spied the
Northbank 600C at the Rosehill Boat
Show. I was really taken by the classic
deep Vee styling of this fibreglass range
and following a Sydney test, I flew to
Adelaide to test two more models – the
500C and the 750HT (Hardtop). These
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are all impressive rough water boats and
even the 500C, runs an impressive deep
Vee. And no wonder – Adelaide opens
onto Gulf St Vincent and virtually all
fishing is done in semi-ocean waters.
The day of my test we got a sample
of Adelaide boating with a bumpy grey
chop. Throw in some occasional rain
squalls and this wasn’t the nicest day for
boat testing. However, it was a great day
to show off the Northbank!
As expected, the big 750HT was an
absolute master of rough conditions.
However, the big surprise was the fine
handling of the 500C in these same
tough conditions.
For once the brochure wasn’t
exaggerating. The Northbank 500C
really does deliver a big boat feel in
choppy waters. And this is good news
for anyone wanting to fish in places like
Gulf St Vincent.
Northbank is not a huge builder but
still manages to have a full order book
right through the year! It is by far and
away SA’s most successful trailer boat
brand and now sells its range interstate
via a dealer network.
Christies Beach Marine, which is the
exclusive Adelaide Northbank dealer,
gave us a package with a Suzuki DF
90A four-stroke. The package also
included comfortable pedestal seats,
cabin cushions, optional two-tone
grey/white hull, and bimini top with

clears, VHF marine radio and trailer for
$39,990. Less expensive models with a
two-stroke Mercury start from $33,000.
Design: As noted, this is a classic
deep Vee design with clean, smooth
topsides below cambered decks.
Length overall is 5.2m on a five-metre
hull with a 2.2m beam.
The hull is a true deep Vee with
sharp strakes and chine edges to
keep the water clean to the transom.
The deadrise is quite sharp in the bow
area but still retains 19-degrees at the
transom. However, this is modernised by
a rounded keel edge to ensure the boat
comes to the plane quicker and is easier
on fuel use.
A square-cut transom ensures
stability for fishing and also ensures the
Northbank 500C can happily support the
weight of big four-stroke motors.
You also get a fold-down door flap
at front of the outboard well so the big
Suzuki four-stroke can tilt fully for’ard
during trailing.
Access aboard is either via that
outboard well, or walk-through
forehatch in the bow. However, if you
add the optional stern ladder and
boarding steps it’s going to be much
easier to get aboard.
The total trailer package length is
6.4m which shouldn’t be too much of a
drama in most suburban homes.

A hull weight of 580kg translates to a
road weight of about 1000-1100kg, which
is comfortably within the towing capacity
of many cars like the Mazda 6 (1500kg)
and Toyota Camry 2.4 (1200kg).
With the bimini canopy folded you
shouldn’t have a problem parking the
Northbank within a carport or garage.
Total road height is 2.05m.
You’ll notice there’s no bowrail
because it’s really not necessary with
the bow walkway feature. This is a good
cost-saving feature and helps keeps
overall cost down.
Build quality is also pretty impressive
and includes a solid fibreglass layup
with plenty of woven rovings for
strength. The boat meets Basic flotation
under the Australian Builders Plate
(APB) and comes standard with foam
filled buoyancy below the waterline for
added safety and a quieter ride.
Performance: “You should have been
here yesterday,” was the refrain from
the Northbank boys as we arrived at
the ramp with rain threatening with an
unseasonably cool southeaster.
Adelaide doesn’t get a lot of rain but
I had managed to get one of the days it
did rain, and it was also turning on the
welcome mat on the water.
As we punched into the tough chop
kicked up off West Beach, I was very
glad this day we were testing sturdy

deep Vee boats. When it gets down to it,
you can’t beat a genuine deep Vee with
a bit of meat in the hull on days like this.
While the Northbank 500C might
be the baby of the family, it still
delivers a very sure-footed feel and
has nice manners in messy waters.
This is definitely one of the good guy
brands when it comes to solid, reliable
fibreglass boats built in Australia.
Needless to say, the handling was
really first-class no matter how hard we
drove the Northbank 500C, or threw her
into some fast turns. Indeed, we were
able to drive the Northbank to the same
speed as her big sister! Admittedly, we
were driving her hard, but these are
the conditions Northbank boats are
designed for!
Fortunately, we had a bimini and
vinyl clears to keep us sheltered from
rain squalls. I stayed dry till I got my

pants soaked by the big Northbank
doing a very close pass for the camera.
But that’s the joys of boat testing!
While this wasn’t the sort of day you
would usually take the family boating,
you could see Northbank 500C would
suit day cruising and picnic trips. It
provides seating for four adults and a
small cabin in which two can sit and
seek shelter below.
The driving position is quite
comfortable with a sports steering
wheel on a mechanical steering system.
You get quite good vision through,
or over the curved windscreen plus
comfortable buckets seats, which can
be rotated for fishing purposes as well.
A centre opening windscreen panel
ensures you can walk through the cabin
area to the bows for anchoring. This
same passageway also allows you to
bring passengers aboard.
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You also get a passenger grab
rail and bunk footrests. Meanwhile,
a modern dash provides a heads-up
instrument panel. There’s room here
to fit a top-mounted compact sounder/
GPS chartplotter, which is always a
good idea for fishing.
The test boat was fitted with a
slimline Suzuki throttle box, however,
I would like to see the throttle box
mounted slightly lower for a more
comfortable position.
And talking of the helm station,
hydraulics steering is another option
you can order from the factory. This is
something you might consider if you
want to teach the wife and kids to drive,
because it makes for a much lighter
steering load.
Power: The Northbank 500C is rated
for motors 75-90hp. I believe she will
suit the power band but my preference
would be the 90hp in terms of better
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overall speed and fuel economy. As
strange as it might sound a bigger
motor will often give you better fuel
economy than the smaller outboard
struggling to maintain higher speeds.
The GPS speed results were as
follows with the Suzuki DF 90A:
3500rpm
4500rpm
5500rpm

19 knots
25 knots
32 knots

We didn’t really get the chance to run
the boat for any length of time in flat
water, but if that’s the case you are
getting a top speed of about 37 knots!
Take my word for it, the Northbank
500C is pretty quick with the Suzuki
90hp four-stroke and more than
powerful enough to tow a skier behind
the boat!
The big Suzuki is a four-inline DOHC
engine block with advanced electric
fuel injection, lean burn fuel efficiency

and a body weight of 158kg in extra
long version. It’s a great motor package
and shows just how far four-strokes
have come in the past decade in
performance and sophistication.
Using the Suzuki’s excellent fuel
economy you should be able to
squeeze a pretty decent cruise range
out of the standard 60-litre in-floor tank.
The Northbank is certainly well
equipped and come with a full wire
harness, LED Nav lights and an
electric bilge pump.
Deck layout: These boats are well
equipped for open water fishing with a
moulded fibreglass bowsprit plus Teflon
rubbing strip for the anchor. You also get
a bow roller and T-bollard for the anchor.
You also get an anchor locker and
walkway with side-opening hatch.
However, unlike most walkway designs,
this one still gives you a proper cabin
below with two short settee seats.

Optional extras you might consider
adding include a bimini top, hydraulic
steering, stainless steel rod rack,
Stress Free anchor winch and transom
ladder/steps. A stereo sound system
might also provide the right relaxing
ambiance when fishing is slow!
Verdict: It’s great to see a well put
together trailer boat like this from an
Aussie builder. The Northbank 500C
is a very practical craft for the keen
fisho whether you’re going after South
Australia's famed big reds or just some
whiting or bream around the river. It’s
a good-looking fibreglass craft that
will have plenty of wife-appeal and
makes sense if you want to fish and
cruise together.

The Northbank 500C pays close
attention to the ergonomics of fishing
plus general recreational needs. It’s
not quite as luxurious as some of the
imported US boats you see about
showrooms, however, in truth you
couldn’t find a more practical, easy-care
boat for Australian conditions.
Boats around this size are easy to
tow behind standard-sized cars and
generally get a lot of use because they
aren’t a drama to hook up and take to
the ramp.
In short, this is great choice for
empty-nester boaties, or the younger
entry-level boaties coming into their first
decent-sized trailer boat. Either way, it’s
a good choice.

BOAT TEST ANALYSIS
Boat supplied with Suzuki DF 90A four-stroke, hull tied downs, Northbank custom channel
skid trailer, GME combo sounder/GPS chartplotter, VHF radio, offshore safety pack with
EPIRB, two-tone colour scheme, bimini and clears, rego. Price $39,990 from Christies
Beach Marine SA ph 08 8387 6411.

SPECIFICATION CHART

The 500C features a nice-looking,
curved acrylic windscreen with centre
opening panel and a helm console with
scalloped instrument panel.
There’s also a six-ganger switch panel,
a stylish sports wheel that has soft hand
grips, a drink holder and room to mount a
sounder or sounder/GPS chartplotter.
The cockpit features a flow-coated
finish with a carpeted centre strip. A
clip-in full-size carpet is an optional extra.
The cockpit also features deep
coaming sides with big side pockets that
are handy for fishing, or sports gear.
Back aft is two folding quarter seats.
While they don’t have backrests they are
a very practical arrangement for a boat
largely used for fishing.
And talking piscatorial matters you get
four (plastic) rod holders, rear mooring
cleats and cockpit handrails. You also
get a live bait tank. Factory fitted options
include live bait tank plumbing, raised
bait cutting board and a VHF radio.

Brand

Northbank

Model

500 Cuddy

Material

fibreglass

Style

Signature

Traveller

Streaker

HainesHunter

502RF

TB172

545Sirocco

535Carnival

fibreglass

fibreglass

fibreglass

fibreglass

runabout

runabout

bowrider

bowrider

bowrider

Length

5m

5.2m

5.3m

5.4m

5.3m

Beam

2.2m

2.1m

2.2m

2.4m

2.2m

Rated power

90hp

115hp

140hp

175hp

150hp

Suzuki90

Suzuki90

Suzuki115

Yamaha175

Honda115

580kg

475kg

475kg

790kg

580kg

60L

100L

100L

135L

125L

Power as tested
Hull weight
Fuel capacity

STAR RATING
Finish

Helm Set-up

Fitout

Fishability

Ride

Safety Features

Dryness

Value for Money

*Data ESTIMATED by the TBF team when accurate information is unavailable. Maximum star rating 5 stars.
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